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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 66 

In the EU, telecom operators notify significant security incidents to their national authorities. At 67 

the start of every calendar year, the national authorities send a summary of these reports to 68 

ENISA. This report, the Annual Report Telecom Security Incidents 2021, provides anonymised 69 

and aggregated information about major telecom security incidents in 2021.  70 

Security incident reporting has been part of the EU’s telecom regulatory framework since the 71 

2009 reform of the telecom package: Article 13a of the Framework Directive (2009/140/EC) 72 

came into force in 2011. The European Electronic Communications Code (EECC) (2018/1972) 73 

repeals and replaces the Framework Directive. It reinforces the provisions for reporting 74 

incidents, clarifying what incidents fall within its scope and the notification criteria.  75 

STATISTICS EXTRACTED FROM ANNUAL SUMMARY REPORTING 76 

PROCESS 2021 77 

The 2021 annual summary reporting process contains reports of 168 incidents submitted by 78 

national authorities from 26 EU Member States (MS) and 2 EFTA countries. The total user 79 

hours lost, derived by multiplying for each incident the number of users and the number of hours 80 

was 5106 million user hours, a huge increase compared to the 841 million user hours lost in 81 

2021. These numbers are clearly much higher compared to those of previous years, as can be 82 

seen in the following graphic.The reason for this is the impact of a notable EU-wide incident that 83 

was reported separately by 3 MS. 84 

 85 

Figure 1. Number of incidents and user hours lost per year (2012-2021)  86 

THE KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM 2021 INCIDENTS 87 

 Reporting of incidents related to OTT services requires further attention. 4% of 88 

reported incidents in 2021 refers to OTT services. The same EU-wide OTT incident 89 
was reported 3 times by 3 different MS in 3 different ways, so there is need for clarity 90 
on who reports such incidents, which authority is in charge and what information is 91 
reported. The results of 2021 incident reporting are skewed because of the huge 92 
impact of this thrice reported incident. 93 
 94 
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lost were due to 

system failures 

and an excessive 
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 For the first time, incidents concerning confidentiality and authenticity were 95 
reported. The reporting of such incidents was a new provision of EECC and in this 96 

respect there were no such incidents reported in the previous years. 3 relevant 97 
incidents were reported in 2021 and we expect this trend to grow in the coming years. 98 
 99 

 Malicious actions doubled in 2021. In 2020, incidents marked as malicious actions 100 

represented 4% of the total, a number which rose to 8% in 2021. Moreover, it is 101 
interesting to highlight the significant increase in DDoS compared to 2020 when only 4 102 
such incidents had been reported resulting in 1 million user hours lost. Conversely, in 103 
2021 10 DDoS related incidents were reported, leading to a loss of 55 million user 104 
hours. These results are consistent with the findings of the ENISA Threat Landscape 105 
that point to an increase in DDoS attacks and in general an increase on attacks 106 
against availability of services. 107 

 108 

 System failures continue to dominate in terms of impact, but the downward 109 
trend continues. System failures accounted for 363 million user hours lost compared 110 

to 419 million user hours in 2020. Despite the skewed nature of 2021 results, it is 111 
noteworthy that there was a 14% decrease in user hours lost, whereas in terms of 112 
number of incidents in 2021 they represent 59% of the total compared to 61% in 2020. 113 
This highlights the growing maturity of electronic communication providers in handling 114 
and containing the impact of system failures. 115 

 116 

 Incidents caused by human errors remain at the same level as in 2020. Around a 117 

quarter (23%) of total incidents have human errors as a root cause (slightly decreased 118 
compared to the 26% of 2020), however 91% of the total user hours have been lost 119 
due to this kind of incident. These results however are skewed due to the OTT incident 120 
reporting issues mentioned above. 121 

 122 

 In 2021, we observed a noteworthy decrease in incidents that were flagged as 123 
third-party failures. Only 22% of the incidents were reported as being related to third-124 

party failures compared to 29% in 2020 and 32% in 2019. There were no third party 125 
failures related to malicious actions reported. Overall, the finding leads us to believe 126 
that electronic communication providers have started introducing targeted security 127 
controls to better protect their supply chains, echoing the relevant ENISA calls for 128 
attention1. 129 

 130 

Figure 2. Share of users’ hours lost per root cause category 131 

ENISA offers an online visual tool for analysing incidents, which can be used to generate 132 
custom graphs. See: https:/ciras.enisa.europa.eu.  133 

MULTIANNUAL TRENDS OVER THE LAST DECADE  134 

For more than a decade now, ENISA and the national authorities in EU Member States have 135 
been collecting and analysing telecom security incident reports. Over the course of 11 years, 136 
EU Member States reported 1431 telecom security incidents. ENISA stores these in a tool 137 

                                                           
1 See https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/threat-landscape-for-supply-chain-attacks  

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/incident-reporting/cybersecurity-incident-report-and-analysis-system-visual-analysis/visual-tool
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/threat-landscape-for-supply-chain-attacks
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called CIRAS (Cybersecurity Incident Reporting and Analysis System) and the statistics are 138 
accessible online.  139 

 140 

Figure 3. Root cause categories Telecom security incidents in the EU reported over 2012-141 

2021 period 142 

Over the last couple of years, we see the following trends:  143 

 Number of incidents stabilizing: The total number of incidents reported is stabilizing 144 

at around 160 annually. Over the period 2014-2021, a consistent number of incidents 145 

have been reported and this is stabilizing at around 160 incidents per year. 146 

 Malicious actions continue to represent a minority of incidents: Over the reporting 147 

period, the frequency of malicious actions was stable (accounting for approximately 5% 148 

of incidents per year, although in 2021 there was a spike at 8%). Their impact in terms 149 

of user hours was stable also. 150 

Currently the focus of the national authorities for telecom security is on the transposition and 151 

implementation of the EECC, which brings several changes. The incident reporting 152 

requirements in Article 40 of the EECC have a broader scope including explicitly, for example, 153 

breaches of confidentiality. In addition, the arrival of the Network and Information Security (NIS) 154 

Directive 2 in 2022 is expected to be a game changer in incident reporting, since it consolidates 155 

security breach reporting across a variety of legislations, including but not limited to EECC. 156 

Moreover, in the context of the new EECC, targeted attacks, involving for instance those using 157 

SS7 protocol vulnerabilities, SIM Swapping frauds, attacks using the Flubot malware or even 158 

more extended attacks that cause no outages, such as a wiretap on an undersea cable or a 159 

BGP hijack, would be reportable under Article 40 of the EECC.  160 

ENISA will continue to work with national authorities as well as the NIS Cooperation group to 161 

find and exploit synergies between different pieces of EU legislation, particularly when it comes 162 

to incident reporting and cross-border supervision.  163 
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1. INTRODUCTION 164 

Electronic communication providers in the EU have to notify security incidents that have a 165 

significant impact on the continuity of electronic communication services to the national telecom 166 

regulatory authorities (NRAs) in each EU member state. Every year the NRAs report a summary 167 

to ENISA, covering a selection of these incidents, i.e. the most significant incidents, based on a 168 

set of agreed EU-wide thresholds. This document, the Annual Security Incidents Report 2021, 169 

aggregates the incident reports reported in 2021 and gives a single EU-wide overview of 170 

telecom security incidents in the EU. 171 

This is the 11th year ENISA is publishing an annual incident report for the telecom sector. 172 

ENISA started publishing such annual reports in 2012. Mandatory incident reporting has been 173 

part of the EU’s telecom regulatory framework since the 2009 reform of the telecom package: 174 

Article 13a of the Framework directive (2009/140/EC) came into force in 2011.  175 

The mandatory incident reporting under Article 13a had a specific focus on security incidents 176 

with a significant impact on the functioning of each category in telecommunication services. 177 

Over the years, the regulatory authorities have agreed to focus mostly on network/service 178 

outages (type A incidents). This would leave out of the scope of these reports targeted attacks, 179 

eg those involving the use of SS7 protocol vulnerabilities, SIM Swapping frauds, or even more 180 

extended attacks that nevertheless do not cause outages.  181 

The relevant update of the EU telecom rules, namely the European Electronic Communications 182 

Code (EECC), that was expected to be harmonized in Member States by the end of 2020, 183 

includes a broader scope on the requirements for incident reporting in Article 40. These 184 

requirement explicitly include, for example, breaches of confidentiality. 2021 is the second time 185 

ENISA has also received three type B reports of incidents (breaches of confidentiality).  186 

This document is structured as follows: In section 2, the policy context and background is 187 

provided. The reporting procedure is briefly summarized. In addition, the types of incidents that 188 

get reported are described. We also discuss some specific but anonymized examples of 189 

incidents that occurred in 2021. In Section 3, key facts and statistics about incidents in 2021 are 190 

provided. In Section 4, we take a closer look at faulty software changes and in section 5 we look 191 

at multi-annual trends over the years 2012-2021.  192 

It is important to note that the telecom security incidents that are reported to national authorities 193 

are only the major incidents, those with significant impact. Smaller incidents, for example 194 

targeted DDoS attacks or SIM swapping attacks are not reported.  195 

Note that conclusions about trends and comparisons with previous years have to be made with 196 

a degree of caution as national reporting thresholds change over the years. Indeed reporting 197 

thresholds have been lowered in most countries in recent years and, as mentioned, reporting 198 

only covers the most significant incidents (and not smaller incidents that may well be more 199 

frequent).  200 

 

This is the 11th 

ENISA annual 

incident report for 

the telecom sector.  

Mandatory incident 

reporting has been 

part of the EU’s 

telecom regulatory 

framework since 

the 2009  

Reform of the 

telecom package: 

Article 13a of the 

Framework 

directive 

(2009/140/EC) is 

further expanded 

in the European 

Electronic 

Communications 

Code.  
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2. BACKGROUND AND POLICY 201 

CONTEXT 202 

We briefly explain the policy context and the main features of the incident reporting process, as 203 

described in Article 13a Technical Guideline on Incident Reporting2, which was developed in 204 

collaboration with national authorities.  205 

2.1 POLICY CONTEXT  206 

Security incident reporting is a hallmark of EU cybersecurity legislation and it is an important 207 

enabler for cybersecurity supervision and policymaking at national and EU level. Since 2016 208 

security incident reporting is also mandatory for trust service providers in the EU under Article 209 

19 of the EIDAS regulation. In 2018, under the NIS Directive (NISD), security incident reporting 210 

became mandatory for Operators of Essential Services in the EU and for Digital Service 211 

Providers, under Article 14 and Article 16 of the NIS directive.  212 

By the end of 2020, the European Electronic Communications Code (EECC) came into effect 213 

across the EU, but was only implemented into national legislation in some EU countries. 2021 214 

saw progress in the implementation of EECC by MS, however the process has not yet been 215 

completed. 216 

Under Article 40 of the EECC the incident reporting requirements have a broader scope, 217 

including not only outages but also breaches of confidentiality, for instance. In addition, there 218 

are more services within the scope of the EECC, including not only traditional telecom operators 219 

but also, for example, over-the-top providers of communications services3 (Messaging services 220 

like Viber and WhatsApp, etc.).  221 

In 2020, the annual reporting guideline was updated to include new thresholds for annual 222 

summary reporting to ENISA. These combine quantitative and qualitative parameters as well as 223 

the notification of security incidents affecting not only the services of fixed and mobile internet 224 

and telephony, but also the number-based interpersonal communications services and/or 225 

number independent interpersonal communications services (OTT communications services)4.  226 

It is, nevertheless, important to note that the main characteristic of 2020 and 2021 was the 227 

COVID-19 pandemic, which radically transformed the way people around the globe live and 228 

work, turning everything digital. As such, there was extensive supervision from the European 229 

Commission on the reporting by all Member States of incidents of network congestion.  230 

2.2 INCIDENT REPORTING FRAMEWORK 231 

Article 13a of the Framework Directive and Article 40 of the EECC, provide for three types of 232 

incident reporting:  233 

1) National incident reporting from providers to NRAs,  234 

2) Ad-hoc incident reporting between NRAs and ENISA, and  235 

3) Annual summary reporting from national authorities to the EC and ENISA.  236 

                                                           
2 See https://resilience.enisa.europa.eu/article-13/guideline-for-incident-reporting 
3 See Security supervision changes in the new EU telecoms legislation — ENISA (europa.eu) 
4 See When & How to Report Security Incidents — ENISA (europa.eu) 

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/news/enisa-news/security-supervision-changes-in-the-new-eu-telecoms-legislation
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/news/enisa-news/when-how-to-report-security-incidents
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The different types of reporting are shown in Figure 4.  237 

 238 

Figure 4. Incident reporting under EECC article 40 239 

Note that in this setup ENISA acts as a collection point, anonymizing, aggregating and 240 

analysing the incident reports. In the current setup, NRAs can search incidents in the reporting 241 

tool (CIRAS) but the incident reports themselves do not refer to countries or providers, making 242 

the overall summary reporting process less sensitive.  243 

2.3 INCIDENT REPORTING TOOL 244 

ENISA maintains an incident reporting tool, called CIRAS, for the authorities, where they can 245 

upload reports, and search for and study specific incidents. 246 

For the public, ENISA also offers an online visual tool, which is publicly accessible and can be 247 

used for custom analysis of the data: https://ciras.enisa.europa.eu/. This tool anonymizes the 248 

country or operator involved.  249 

The reporting template starts with an incident type selector and contains three parts:  250 

1. Impact of the incident  ̶  which communication services were impacted and by how 251 

much. 252 

2. Nature of the incident   ̶ what caused the incident? 253 

3. Details about the incident  ̶  detailed information about the incident, a short 254 

description, the types of network, the types of assets, the severity level etc. 255 

 

CIRAS 
is a free online tool where ENISA stores 
reported incidents and provides annual 
and multiannual statistics. 

 256 

 257 

https://ciras.enisa.europa.eu/
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The type selector distinguishes six types of cybersecurity incidents (see Figure 5). We explain 258 

the different types below. 259 

 260 

Figure 5. Types of cybersecurity incidents 261 

 Type A: Service outage (e.g. continuity, availability). For example, an outage caused 262 

by a cable cut due to a mistake by the operator of an excavation machine used for 263 

building a new road would be categorised as a type A incident. 264 

 265 

 Type B: Other impact on service (e.g. confidentiality, authenticity, integrity). For 266 

example, a popular collaboration tool has not encrypted the content of the media 267 

channels, which are being established when a session is started, between the 268 

endpoints participating in the shared session. This leads to the interception of the 269 

media (voice, pictures, video, files, etc.) through a man-in-the-middle attack. This 270 

incident would be categorised as a type B incident. 271 

 272 

 Type C: Impact on other systems (e.g. ransomware in an office network, no impact on 273 

the service). For example, a malware has been detected on several workstations and 274 

servers of the office network of a telecom provider. This incident would be categorised 275 

as a type C incident. 276 

 277 

 Type D: Threat or vulnerability (e.g. discovery of crypto flaw). For instance, the 278 

discovery of a cryptographic weakness would be categorised as a type D incident. 279 

 280 

 Type E: Impact on redundancy (e.g. failover or backup system). For example, when 281 

one of two redundant submarine cables breaks would be categorised as a type E 282 

incident. 283 

 284 

 Type F: Near-miss incident (e.g. activation of security measures). For instance, a 285 

malicious attempt that ends up in the honeypot network of a telecom provider would be 286 

categorised as a type F incident. 287 

For more information about the incident reporting process: please refer to ‘Technical Guideline 288 

on Incident Reporting under the EECC’5  289 

 290 

 291 

 292 

                                                           
5 See https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-technical-guideline-on-incident-reporting-under-the-eecc  

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-technical-guideline-on-incident-reporting-under-the-eecc
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-technical-guideline-on-incident-reporting-under-the-eecc
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-technical-guideline-on-incident-reporting-under-the-eecc
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE INCIDENTS 293 

For the year 2021, 26 EU Member States and 2 EFTA countries participated in the annual 294 

reporting process, describing 168 significant incidents (compared to 170 in 2020). In this 295 

section, the 168 reported incidents are aggregated and analysed. First, the impact per root 296 

cause category is analysed in section 3.1. In section 3.2 we focus on the user hours that were 297 

lost in each root cause category. Detailed causes are then examined in Section 3.3, and in 298 

Section 3.4 the impact per service is analysed. 299 

One of the highlights of 2021 incident reporting under EECC is the fact that for the first time 3 300 

out of the 168 incidents were marked as Type B, namely impacting confidentiality and 301 

authenticity of services. All the other incidents impacted availability and were thus marked as 302 

Type A. Incidents of the other 4 types were not reported in 2021. 303 

3.1 ROOT CAUSE CATEGORIES 304 

In 2021, we noticed a slight drop in incidents related to both system failures and human errors, 305 

the two categories which consistently rank the highest (see Figure 6). About 23% of security 306 

incidents were caused by human errors (compared to 26% in 2020) and 59% of telecom 307 

incidents were marked as system failures, a slight decrease compared to 2020 (61%). Notably, 308 

malicious actions almost doubled in the course of 2021 (8%) compared to 2020 (4%) and 309 

natural phenomena remained consistent to 2020 (10% in 2021 up from 9% in 2020). 310 

 311 

Figure 6. Root cause categories – Telecom security Incidents in 2021 312 

In 2021, we observed a noteworthy decrease in incidents that were flagged as third-party 313 

failures. Only 22% of the incidents were reported as being related to third-party failures 314 

compared to 29% in 2020 and 32% in 2019. There were no third party failures related to 315 

malicious actions reported, whereas the majority of them was related to system failures (see 316 

Figure 7).  317 

168 
telecom 
security 
incidents 
reported in 
2021 by EU 
Member 
States.  
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 318 

 319 

Figure 7. Root cause categories – Telecom security incidents in 2021 (third-party failures) 320 

3.2 USER HOURS LOST PER ROOT CAUSE CATEGORY 321 

Adding up total user hours lost for each root cause category (see Figure 8), we find that more 322 

than 90% of the total user hours lost were due to human errors (91%, 4632 million user hours), 323 

up from 40% and 351 million user hours in 2020. This is due to the fact that a particular incident 324 

affecting an OTT (Over-The-Top) provider was reported thrice by 3 different MS and in 3 325 

different ways (i.e. incident data differ) since it impacted services across the EU. This raises the 326 

issue of cross-border and EU-wide incidents and how they should be reported under EECC, in 327 

particular for OTT service providers who by nature are not generally restricted to a single MS.   328 

System failures accounted for 7% of the cases (363 million user hours lost), compared to 50% 329 

and 419 million user hours in 2020. Despite the skewed nature of 2021 results, it is noteworthy 330 

that there was a 14% decrease in user hours lost relared to system failures, a trend which we 331 

have been observing since 2019. This highlights the growing maturity of electronic 332 

communication providers in handling and containing the impact of system failures.  333 

 334 

Figure 8. Share of user hours lost per root cause category 335 
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It is interesting to note the impact of incidents related to malicious actions on lost user hours. 336 

Interestingly, in 2021 we noticed a 5-times increase in lost user hours (from 13 million lost user 337 

hours in 2019 and 2020 to 70 million lost user hours in 2021. While the number of incidents 338 

doubled in 2021 compared to 2020, the significant increase in related impact highlights the need 339 

to take further action in containing the adverse effect of such incidents. 340 

3.3 DETAILED CAUSES AND USER HOURS LOST 341 

In all incidents we keep track of detailed causes, in addition to root cause categories (Figure 9). 342 

An incident is often a chain of events. For instance, an incident may be triggered by a storm, 343 

which tears down power supply infrastructure, power cuts and cable cuts, which in turn leads to 344 

a telecom outage. For this example, the root cause of the incident would be natural phenomena 345 

and the detailed causes would be: Heavy wind, Cable cut, Power cut, Battery depletion.  346 

The most frequent detailed cause appearing in incident reports of 2021 is hardware failures 347 

followed by faulty software changes/updates and software bugs. Moreover, many incident 348 

reports mention policy/procedure flaws, faulty hardware changes/updates and overloads. Figure 349 

10 shows the frequency of detailed causes across incident reports for 2021 and the 350 

corresponding lost user hours. 351 

 352 

Figure 9. Detailed root causes – Telecom security incidents in 2021 353 

3.3.1.1 Breakdown of root causes 354 

The graphs below break down the main root causes of system failures, in terms of detailed causes 355 

and we show the total number of incidents and user hours lost for each detailed cause.  356 

It is noteworthy to mention that the thrice reported EU-wide OTT incident concerning faulty 357 

hardware update has significantly skewed the results concerning lost user hours. This is to be 358 

expected given the EU-wide affected user base and the fact that the same incident was 359 

reported three times by 3 distinct MS. Accordingly, more clarification of the incident reporting 360 

process concerning OTT and cross-border, EU-wide incident incidents is required. 361 

In what follows, we present an overview of detailed causes and user hours lost per incident 362 

category in an effort to provide clarity and transparency for specific root causes, which differ 363 

significantly amongst incident categories. 364 

 365 
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 366 

Figure 10. Root causes of incidents vs user hours lost – Telecom security incidents in 2021 367 

3.3.1.2 Break down of System failures 368 

 369 

Figure 11. Root causes of system failures incidents vs user hours lost – Telecom 370 

security incidents in 2021 (system failures) 371 
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3.3.1.3 Break down of Human errors 372 

 373 

Figure 12. Root causes of human error incidents vs user hours lost – Telecom security 374 

incidents in 2021 (human errors) 375 

3.3.1.4 Break down of natural phenomena 376 

 377 

Figure 13. Root causes of natural phenomena incidents vs user hours lost – Telecom 378 

security incidents in 2021 (natural phenomena) 379 
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3.3.1.5 Break down of malicious actions 380 

 381 

Figure 14. Root causes of malicious actions incidents vs user hours lost – Telecom 382 

security incidents in 2021 (malicious actions) 383 

When it comes to malicious actions it is interesting to highlight the significant increase in DDoS 384 

(Distributed Denial of Service) attacks compared to 2020 when only 4 such incidents had been 385 

reported resulting in 1 million user hours lost. Conversely, in 2021 10 DDoS related incidents 386 

were reported, leading to a loss of 55 million user hours.  387 

 388 

Figure 15. Services affected – Telecom security incidents in 2021 389 

3.4 SERVICES AFFECTED 390 

In this section we look at the services affected by the incidents. For the sixth year in a row, most 391 

of the reported incidents affected mobile services. In 2021, around 45% of incidents reported 392 
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had an impact on mobile telephony and internet in the EU. This confirms the shift observed over 393 

the last few years from fixed telephony, which was most affected as a service only in the early 394 

years of reporting. It is also important to note that for the contrary to 2020 we have observed 395 

reported incidents affecting OTT, rising to a 4% of overall reported incidents in 2021. This 396 

highlights the growing maturity in the reporting of such incidents, albeit needing more 397 

clarifications in terms of procedures and processes given the particular thrice reported incident 398 

mentioned above. 399 

Note that for most reported incidents there was an impact on more than one service, which 400 

explains why the percentages in Figure 15 add up to more than 100%. 401 

3.5 TECHNICAL ASSETS AFFECTED  402 

Each incident report also describes the (secondary) assets affected during the incident. Figure 403 

16shows the assets most affected.  404 

 405 

Figure 16. Assets affected – Telecom security incidents 2021 406 

What we noticed also, taking into account incidents from the last 5 years as seen in Figure 17, is 407 

that switches and routers as well as mobile base stations and controllers are the two assets 408 

affected the most over the last few years. 409 
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 410 

Figure 17. Assets affected – Telecom security incidents 2017-2021 411 
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4. DEEP DIVE ANALYSIS OF 412 

INCIDENTS’ TECHNICAL CAUSES 413 

In this section we dive into most high-profile technical causes behind reported incidents, focussing 414 

not only in 2021 but also in previous years.  415 

4.1 HARDWARE FAILURES  416 

In 2021, 31 incidents (18% of total) were market as hardware failures and they resulted in 53 417 

million user hours lost (1% of the total) as seen in Figure 18. All of them were reported as 418 

system failures. 419 

 420 

Figure 18. Incidents having hardware failures as root cause – Telecom security incidents in the EU in 2021 421 

4.2 SOFTWARE BUGS  422 

In 2021, 26 incidents (15% of total) were market as originating by software bugs and they 423 

resulted in 216 million user hours lost (4% of the total) as can be seen in Figure 19. All of them 424 

but one were reported as system failures, with one incident being reported as human error. 425 

53 M  
user hours lost 
due to hardware 
failures in 2021, 
1% of the total 
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 426 

Figure 19. Incidents having software bugs as root cause – Telecom security incidents in the EU in 2021 427 

4.3 FAULTY SOFTWARE CHANGES/UPDATES  428 

In 2021, 15% of total incidents (26 incidents) marked as faulty software changes/updates resulted 429 

in 225 million user hours lost (4% of the total) as can be seen in Figure 20. 430 

 431 

Figure 20. Incidents having faulty software changes/updates as root cause – Telecom security incidents in the 432 

EU in 2021 433 

 434 
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5. MULTI-ANNUAL TRENDS  435 

ENISA has been collecting and aggregating incident reports since 2012. In this section, we 436 

present multiannual trends over the last 11 years, from 2012 to 2021. This dataset contains 437 

1431 reported incidents in total (see Figure 21). Over the course of the last 5 years, we are 438 

witnessing a stabilisation of incidents around the 160 mark per annum. 439 

 440 

Figure 21. Number of incidents reported per year (2012-2021) 441 

5.1 MULTIANNUAL TRENDS – ROOT CAUSE CATEGORIES 442 

Every year from 2012 to 2021, system failures were the most common root cause. In 2021, 443 

however, system failures show stabilization and a slight decrease continuing the trend first 444 

observed in 2020 as seen in Figure 22. In total, system failures accounted for 925 incident 445 

reports (64% of the total). For this root cause category, over the last 11 years, the most 446 

common causes were hardware failures (34%) and software bugs (27%). The second most 447 

common root cause over the 11 years of reporting is human errors with nearly a fifth of total 448 

incidents (19%, 286 incidents in total). Natural phenomena come third at almost a tenth of total 449 

incidents (9%, 139 incidents in total).  450 

Only 5% of the incidents are categorized as malicious actions (73 incidents over the course of 451 

11 years). In the period 2012-2021 nearly two thirds of the malicious actions consist of Denial of 452 

Service attacks (64%), and the rest resulted mainly in lasting damage to physical infrastructure, 453 

e.g. arson, cable cuts, etc. Only 4% is attributed to malware and viruses (see Figure 23). 454 

Interestingly, the assets affected by malicious actions differ significantly from the overall 455 

categorisation of affected assets. Addressing servers come first with 23%, followed by switches 456 

and routers at 18% (see Figure 24). Moreover, 63% referred to fixed Internet services and 41% 457 

to mobile Internet services, whereas 2% referred to OTT services. 458 

1431 
telecom 
security 
incidents 
reported in 
11 years by 
EU Member 
States.  
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 459 

Figure 22. Root cause categories - Telecom security incidents in the EU reported over 460 

2012-2021 461 

 462 

Figure 23.Technical causes for malicious actions incidents – Telecom security incidents 463 

in the EU reported over 2012-2021 464 
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 465 

Figure 24. Assets affected by malicious actions incidents – Telecom security incidents in 466 

the EU reported over 2012-2021 467 

5.2 MULTI-ANNUAL TRENDS - IMPACT PER SERVICE 468 

In 2021, mobile networks and services were once more the most impacted by incidents. However 469 

there was a decrease compared to 2019 and 2020 and interestingly the statistics in terms of 470 

services affected are converging for both fixed and mobile. More importantly, in 2021 we see for 471 

incidents related to OTT services (in contrast to 2020) and the increase in broadcast related 472 

incidents that was observed for two years in a row (2019 and 2020) persists also in 2021. 473 

 474 

Figure 25. Trends on impact per services reported over 2012-2021 475 
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5.3 MULTI-ANNUAL TRENDS - USER HOURS PER ROOT CAUSE 476 

In terms of overall impact, as indicated in Figure 26 human errors have been steadily increasing 477 

since 2016. In 2020, their share in terms of impact was almost the same as system failures. In 478 

2021, given the particularities of OTT incident reporting that were previously analysed, the results 479 

are heavily skewed towards human errors. The overall impact of natural phenomena has been 480 

trending down over the last three years after peaking in 2018 (caused by extreme weather and 481 

wildfires). Notably, the impact of malicious actions is steadily rising, reaching a 5-year high of 70 482 

million lost user hours in 2021.  483 

 484 

Figure 26. User hours lost per root cause category - multi-annual 2012-2021 (user hours 485 

lost) 486 

5.4 MULTI-ANNUAL TRENDS ON THE SEVERITY OF INCIDENTS’ IMPACT 487 

Over the last 5 years we are observing a noteworthy and constant decrease of incidents 488 

reported as of very large severity. Conversely, there is a steady increase of minor and large 489 

incidents. These findings point on one side to the growing maturity of electronic communication 490 

providers with respect to the incident reporting process, and on the other side to the 491 

improvement of resilience and provision of security services (including of incident reporting 492 

itself) that has led to lower number of very large severe incidents. Relevant multi-annual trends 493 

may be found in Figure 27.  494 
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 495 

Figure 27. Severity of impact per year - multi-annual trends 2012-2021 (number of 496 

incidents) 497 

5.5 MULTI-ANNUAL TRENDS ON THE NUMBER OF INCIDENTS AND 498 

USER HOURS LOST 499 

Over the years, the number of incidents has increased steadily and is now stabilizing at around 500 

160-170 per year.  501 

 502 

Figure 28. Number of incidents and user hours lost per year 503 

 504 

 505 

 506 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 507 

This document, the Annual Report Telecom Security Incidents 2021, covers the incidents 508 

reported by the authorities for the calendar year 2021 and it gives an anonymised, aggregated 509 

EU-wide overview of telecom security incidents. It marks the 11th time ENISA has published an 510 

annual report for the telecom sector.  We conclude with the main findings and some more 511 

general observations about this process and the broader policy context. 512 

MAIN FINDINGS 513 

 Reporting of incidents related to OTT services requires further attention. 4% of 514 

reported incidents in 2021 refers to OTT services. The same EU-wide OTT incident 515 
was reported 3 times by 3 different MS in 3 different ways, so there is need for clarity 516 
on who reports such incidents, which authority is in charge and what information is 517 
reported. The results of 2021 incident reporting are skewed because of the huge 518 
impact of this thrice reported incident. 519 
 520 

 For the first time, incidents concerning confidentiality and authenticity were 521 
reported. The reporting of such incidents was a new provision of EECC and in this 522 

respect there were no such incidents reported in the previous years. 3 relevant 523 
incidents were reported in 2021 and we expect this trend to grow in the coming years. 524 
 525 

 Malicious actions doubled in 2021. In 2020, incidents marked as malicious actions 526 

represented 4% of the total, a number which rose to 8% in 2021. Moreover, it is 527 
interesting to highlight the significant increase in DDoS compared to 2020 when only 4 528 
such incidents had been reported resulting in 1 million user hours lost. Conversely, in 529 
2021 10 DDoS related incidents were reported, leading to a loss of 55 million user 530 
hours. These results are consistent with the findings of the ENISA Threat Landscape 531 
that point to an increase in DDoS attacks and in general an increase on attacks 532 
against availability of services. 533 

 534 

 System failures continue to dominate in terms of impact, but the downward 535 
trend continues. System failures accounted for 363 million user hours lost compared 536 

to 419 million user hours in 2020. Despite the skewed nature of 2021 results, it is 537 
noteworthy that there was a 14% decrease in user hours lost, whereas in terms of 538 
number of incidents in 2021 they represent 59% of the total compared to 61% in 2020. 539 
This highlights the growing maturity of electronic communication providers in handling 540 
and containing the impact of system failures. 541 

 542 

 Incidents caused by human errors remain at the same level as in 2020. Around a 543 

quarter (23%) of total incidents have human errors as a root cause (slightly decreased 544 
compared to the 26% of 2020), however 91% of the total user hours have been lost 545 
due to this kind of incident. These results however are skewed due to the OTT incident 546 
reporting issues mentioned above. 547 

 548 

 In 2021, we observed a noteworthy decrease in incidents that were flagged as 549 
third-party failures. Only 22% of the incidents were reported as being related to third-550 

party failures compared to 29% in 2020 and 32% in 2019. There were no third party 551 
failures related to malicious actions reported. Overall, the finding leads us to believe 552 
that electronic communication providers have started introducing targeted security 553 
controls to better protect their supply chains, echoing the relevant ENISA calls for 554 
attention6. 555 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 556 

 By the end of 2020, the European Electronic Communications Code (EECC) came into 557 

effect across the EU. Some countries have already implemented the EECC but many 558 

                                                           
6 See https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/threat-landscape-for-supply-chain-attacks  

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/threat-landscape-for-supply-chain-attacks
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are still transposing. Transposing the EECC and implementing its provisions will be a 559 

key focus for ENISA and the national authorities this year and in the coming years. 560 

 In May 2022, there was a political agreement on the Network and Information Security 561 

(NIS) Directive 2. The official text is expected in the course of 2022 with an expected 562 

transposition deadline of 21 months for MS. The NIS 2 brings significant changes to 563 

security incident reporting in the EU by consolidating all relevant streams under the 564 

NIS 2 umbrella, namely consolidating incident reporting under EECC, NIS2 and eIDAS 565 

regulation among else. ENISA will be working with national authorities and regulators 566 

in the coming years on how to implement consolidated incident reporting under NIS2. 567 

 Under Article 40 of the EECC, the incident reporting provisions have changed slightly7. 568 

For instance, under the EECC, mandatory incident reporting also applies to 569 

independent interpersonal communications services (OTT communications services). 570 

To address these changes ENISA published a new incident reporting guideline at the 571 

start of 2020. From 2021, we started to see these changes in the reporting data. 572 

However, issues still persist as was evident from the EU-wide incident that was 573 

reported only by 3 MS and was done so in 3 different ways. Taking into account the 574 

different reporting thresholds by MS, there needs to be more clarity and coordination 575 

on how cross-border incidents are reported, by who and using what thresholds. ENISA 576 

will work closely with national authorities and regulators to find an optimal way of 577 

addressing this issue. 578 

 One issue that was observed in 2020 and persists in 2021 is that many smaller scale 579 

incidents, however frequent, remain under the radar. Some of these incidents, such as 580 

targeted DDoS attacks, SIM swapping and SS7 attacks, can still have major impacts 581 

on individual customers. In coming years, we would like to analyse this area better and 582 

possibly introduce a summary reporting format for these smaller scale incidents. To 583 

begin with, in 2022 we have already introduced to CIRAS bulk incident reporting using 584 

machine-readable formats to facilitate reporting and alleviate the administrative 585 

burden. 586 

 The 5G roll out will continue to require a lot of attention, both from authorities and from 587 

the providers. At ENISA, we are focusing on supporting the national authorities in the 588 

ENISA ECASEC group and in the NIS Cooperation group, with technical guidance, but 589 

also by organizing dedicated seminars and panels. 590 

We look forward to continuing our close collaboration with EU Member States, the national 591 

telecom authorities and experts from the telecom sector from across Europe to implement 592 

security incident reporting efficiently and effectively.  593 

                                                           
7 Technical Guideline on Incident Reporting under the EECC — ENISA (europa.eu) 

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-technical-guideline-on-incident-reporting-under-the-eecc
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